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Mpumelelo Paul Grootboom has made name as one of SA's most 

controversial playwrights and his directing abilities are equally matched. 

SATMag had a great chat with this fierce theatre maker as he shared his 

concerns and excitement for South African Theatre.

ecently awarded with the 2016 Juergen 

Bansemer & Ute Nyssen Dramatiker Preis, he is 

both humbled and surprised by 

Germany's  acknowledgment of his work but moreover 

he is filled with gratitude as he can continue creating 

fiercely as he has pierced through to the German 

theatre scene: "It means I can create work there and 

people will take note - just like with the Young Artist 

Award here." Explains Grootboom with great joy to 

SATMag. 

From unclothed performers portraying intercourse on 

stage to fathers raping their own sons - this is 

Grootboom's theatre creations; reflecting the reality of 

township life as it is lived today. Breathing life into 

stories that most theatre makers stray away from 

portraying so crudely honest and this resulted in him 

being coined the Township Tarantino. His stage 

credits include Enigma (1997); Not With My Gun (co-

written with Aubrey Sekhabi); Foreplay (2009); Cards, 

an  explicit and nude stage play (2001) just to name a 

few. Grootboom’s inspiration comes from watching 

films that were out of the ordinary, explicit and 

endogenous and he is attracted to the extraordinary 

doings of the human body. Grootboom's path was 

filled with great teachers, such as Percy Langa, the 

late Barney Simon and Aubrey Sekhabi which aided 

and shaped Grootboom into the artist he is today- as 

he did not have formal training in the field of the arts. 

Today he holds a multitude of awards and great 

achievement to his name for his career in theatre -

theatre which was at the beginning of his path a rather 

vague subject..."I was a young man wanting to break 

into the film and TV world and had no idea of the 

theatre space and was not even interested. " shares 

Grootboom. This was until he was shortlisted as one 

of the hopefuls for the M-Net New Directions 

programme. Barney Simon admitted to not liking his 

script "I had written about polygamy, which I knew  

nothing about" but Simon adored his  flair for dialogue; 

"He told me I need to write something I know about. 

He gave me a ticket to the first revival of The Island, 

starring John Kani and Winston Ntshona." Impressed 

and moved by this new space, Gootboom was 

inspired by the wonder of theatre and he went on to 

write a semi-autobiographical play, which landed him 

his first theatre break when Aubrey Sekhabi read it by 

chance and employed Grootboom to script a play for 

the then theatre company North West Arts Council, 

today it is known as Mmabana Foundation.  

Thereafter Grootboom's never ending romance with 

theatre blossomed and he is now actively involved in 

the development of young artists as the resident 

director of the South African State Theatre. Over his 

years in the theatre industry he has found it hard to 

obtain funding for the kind of work that he wants to do; 

"Even though I have been employed by a State 

institution, it has still been hard to get the budget one 

wants and to do the kind of theatre one wants to do." 

Along with this challenge is the fact that true artistry is 

curbed by theatres and theatre funders, in Paul's 

opinion: "They expect the work to fit their expectations 

and that can stifle the artists' creativity, since 

disobeying this stricture in effect forces the particular 

artists to work in the dark or the fringes." Sadly this 

has become the reality for theatre artist, thus so many 

turn to television to survive and in return theatre 

producers and directors are incapable of using TV and 

film artists due to their high demand in compensation 

which theatre budgets are unable to match due to 

limited money. 

Forcing young theatre makers to conform to the old 

way of making theatre, creates much disturbance for 

Paul regarding the value of theatre: "I often wonder 

whether it is powerful enough to survive." He 

continues to question why theatre artists suffer in the  
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way they do and poses a vital point: "Is the suffering at 

all worth it?" It is no secrets that theatre has become 

less popular and it is losing its aim, which according to 

Paul as being a space where people can go to find the 

unfiltered truth that is not corrupted by the commercial 

world (as TV has become). "It is a space where 

offbeat work thrives and allows audiences to enjoy a 

space where authors write and express themselves 

without fear or favour." he relays to SATMag. 

Paul's greatest wish is that new and young voices are 

granted with opportunities that will allow them to lay 

bare their full potential because it is these young and 

new voices whose work excites Paul as they bring 

hope for the future of theatre. He advises young talent 

about the importance of following one's own voice - 

taking any advice given along the way, but to remain 

true to yourself: "We are in desperate need of new 

voices." Paul surrounds himself with an array of new 

vibrant entertainers to accomplish his directing visions 

as he has done within his latest play, The President’s 

Man,  which also serves as Paul's last theatre play as 

resident director of the SAST. 

In 2002 Grootboom took up the position of 

Development Officer at the South African State 

Theatre, where he was required to work with plays 

from community groups and actors that needed 

development. Paul has now decided to leave his 

position at the SAST, to pursue visual media. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Paul has in the past moved between the two mediums 

as his television engagements include Isidingo a 

SABC3 soap opera [2000], Suburban bliss [1995], 

Soul city, an SABC1 health drama and Mponeng, 

SABC2’s sitcom and his writing contributions to the 

screen has been of great value. But to bid him farewell 

from the theatre world would not be needed as he will 

return and he has recently mentioned on social media 

the he will use the money received from the Juergen 

Bansemer & Ute Nyssen Dramatiker Preis, to fund his 

new theatre creation; " I plan to use prize money and 

plan to write my first play with a female lead." He 

continues to express that the play will depict the life of 

a woman who is very dear to him, his grandmother. 

Entitled Memory, the play will be dealing with his 

grandmother who suffered from Alzheimer's disease: 

"So it's a play about the reliability of (and lack of) 

memory." The story will depict his grandmother in her 

youth leading up to her passing: "I plan to end the play 

with Mam's funeral." Which Paul states will be the 

exact duplication of the event as it took place on the 

day of her burial. Thus it is safe to say that wherever 

Paul may wander he will always return home to 

theatre! SATMag. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Alby Michaels is a multi-award winning director, designer and producer. 

Working mainly from Johannesburg, Alby has recently directed the smash 

hit production of UJ’s The Crucible. SATMag sat down with Alby for this 

month’s edition of Q&A.

 
Q: For those who are not familiar with your 
work, give us a rundown of some of your 
career highlights thus far. 
 

A: I guess it would depend on who you ask. I often 

get teased about my risqué approach and use of 

nudity on stage, but that being said I have been 

festival director for THATSOQUEER for the past 

four years.  

I’ve been incredibly fortunate to direct the great 

epics like Shaffer’s Equus and Peter Weiss’ 

Marat/Sade, The Crucible by Miller and Cole 

Porter’s Anything Goes. Alongside these greats my 

reputation precedes me… I guess that’s my style. 

Bold, provocative, epic and I like to take risks – it’s 

what I ask from my audiences, to go on the journey 

with me. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q: What is your earliest memory of theatre? 
A: Grade 2 concert.  I played an alien.  I played 
the best alien, in green tights and alice-band, in 
the history of the world. 
 
 Q: Which is your favorite theatre to perform in 

and why? 

A: The Observatory Theatre in Bloemfontein.  It 

doesn’t exist anymore. It sat on top of Signal Hill in 

the heart of a nature reserve and as the name 

suggest – was an old observatory.  In Afrikaans it 

was called ‘Die Sterrewag Teater’. It was pure 

magic. 

 

Q: How would you describe your journey as an 

artist in the entertainment world? 

A: Blessed. Exciting. Up, down… Lost. Lucky. Sad. 

Crazy. Long. Just beginning! Hard. Passionate. 

Ugly. Amazing. Grateful. My life… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Q:  What is your favorite Theatre production of 

all time and why? 

A: Three Kingdoms  - a collaborative piece by 

British playwright Simon Stephens, German director 

Sebastian Nübling and the Estonian ensemble 

NO99.  I was fortunate enough to see it as part of 

the World Stages festival in 2012 and it blew my 

mind.  It deals with human trafficking, spans three 

countries and was done in three languages. Bold, 

provocative and unapologetic. When I grow up (and 

have huge budgets) I am going to make theatre like 

that! 

 

Q: We're going to put you on the spot; who is 

your favorite actor/actress that you have ever 

worked with and why? 

A: Cindy Swanepoel, Jacques Bessenger and 

Neels Classen. Besides from being extraordinary 

human beings and friends, they’re also extremely 

talented individuals (who gets me and my weird 

language). 

I’m also most proud of working with Motlatji Ditodi 

who I first saw in the third row of the ensemble and 

is now making waves in the entertainment world. 

 

Q: What achievement of yourself are you most 

proud of? 

A: That I get to make theatre every day and that 

have for the past 10 years. In our industry with its 

enormous challenges like job opportunities, small 

budgets, political pressures and dwindling 

audiences it’s a wonder that I continue to make a 

honest living (well mostly honest...). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q: What has been the biggest challenge for you 

to overcome as a South African artist? 

A: As an artist right now? Being white, gay and an 

Afrikaans male. There is a tendency in our industry 

for producers to pigeon whole you and assign work 

that is linked to your specific cultural heritage and 

not to assign stories that you can do, extremely, well 

necessarily. 

 

Q: What does theatre mean to you? 

A: That’s like asking what a car means to a 

mechanic. Or hair to a hairdresser. It’s both a craft 

and skill that I take seriously and develop 

continuously as well as my greatest joy and 

pleasure. 

 

Q: What advice do you have to give to aspiring 

directors? 

A: Paraphrasing my favourite director Sam Mendes: 

Collaboration is key.  Don’t work with people who 

agree with you, work with those who agree with the 

final product.SATMag. 

 

 

Pictured below: SING as directed by Alby Michaels. 

From left to right: Terrence Bridget, Tobie Cronje 

and Lizz Meiring. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Acclaimed playwright, director and producer, Lara Foot Newton, who 

was awarded the 1996 Standard Bank Young Artist for Theatre at the 

Grahamstown National Arts Festival, has been named this year's Featured 

Artist at the 43rd National Arts Festival. SATMag just had to 

investigate why this creative can stand boldly within this brand new title.

s the Featured Artist, she will be staging 

three productions this year on the Main 

programme of the festival; the world 

premiere of her latest play The Inconvenience of 

Wings, and she will also be restaging two of her 

previous multi-award-winning works: Karoo 

Moose and Tshepang. This year the Main 

programme of the National Arts Festival, is made 

up of 80% of work written, directed, curated or 

headlined by women. According to the 

NAF artistic director, Ismail Mahomed , Foot is the 

perfect female artist to be highlighted :“In a year 

when the National Arts Festival sharpens the 

spotlight on women writers, directors, 

choreographers and artists Lara Foot’s 

contribution to South African theatre both in South 

Africa and abroad, positions her as a leader in the 

field." Mahomed continues to state that Foot is  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

one of the most prolific theatre-makers of the 

South African theatre scene and he also mentions 

of his admiration of her expertise in being a 

formidable arts manager under a challenging 

funding climate. With Foot as the CEO and artistic 

director of the Baxter Theatre, the 

theatre continues to be one of South Africa’s 

leading theatres and in times where theatre is not 

at the norm of the day: "Her commitment and 

passion for strategically devised development 

initiatives has also created opportunities for many 

emerging artists to be catapulted into the 

mainstream. Presenting her as the 2016 Featured 

Artist honours both her achievements and her 

contribution to the sector over the past 20 years.” 

She completed her BA (Hons) degree at 

Johannesburg’s Wits University in 1989 before  
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attaining her Master’s degree at UCT in 2007 and 

in 2009 she went on to become the first female 

director/CEO to lead the Baxter Theatre Centre, 

the second-biggest performing arts complex in 

Cape Town and one of the most respected in 

South Africa. One of her first priorities in her job is 

to further develop new indigenous works, helping 

to push South African theatre forward and giving 

hope to the nation’s young writers and directors. 

Foot has managed to remain constant in excelling 

in the deliverance of high quality theatre and she 

continues to better the value of SA Theatre 

by helping other playwrights and theatre-makers 

to realise their work in bringing it to SA stages. At 

the Baxter, Foot has many tasks at hand working 

on a variety of projects and not being a 

government funded theatre like the South African 

State Theatre and the Market Theatre, making the 

Baxter a profitable business does not come easy. 

Yet with her years of experience in directing posts, 

at the Market Laboratory, Foot along with her 

dynamic team at the Baxter has built the theatre 

into one of the most respected theatre's of SA and 

it is within this theatre that Foot's concepts 

transform into flourishing theatre classics. Theatre 

scholar, Yvette Hucthison describes that Lara's 

work as having a universal appeal: "Lara's work 

implicates all - South African and non-South 

Africans - in situating themselves in relation to 

really tough issues, like child abuse, racial 

prejudice or economic legacies of apartheid" 

With a passion for the development of new 

indigenous work, young writers and directors, 

Lara has put most of her energy into helping 

playwrights and theatre-makers realise their work, 

having nurtured several dozen new South African 

plays to their first staging. She has directed over 

50 professional productions, 38 of which have 

been new South African plays. Since heading up 

the Baxter Theatre Centre she has, together with 

a dynamic team, transformed the theatre’s 

development programme - the Zabalaza Theatre 

Festival - to become recognised and respected as 

one of the most vital and important platforms of its 

kind in South Africa. Most recently Lara’s 

production of Fishers of Hope scooped four 

awards at the Naledi Theatre Awards in 

Johannesburg, including the coveted Best 

Production of a Play accolade. An admirer of Lara 

is Mpumelelo Paul Grootboom, who speaks with  

 

 

 

great excitement about her directorial abilities: "I 

just love how she makes theatre." Grootboom 

shares with SATMag and continues to explain; 

"When I watch Tshepang and Karroo Moose, I 

know that it is the kind of theatre I want to watch. 

Her theatre really excites me. I find it intimate and 

profound - personal but universal." Lara's work 

always has a redemptive quality to it, because to 

her theatre is a place where a community of 

interested minds willingly gather and plunge 

themselves into the darkness in order to 

experience the light of hope and knowledge.  

Actor Bongile Mantsai, explains: "With Karoo 

Moose she's given us the opportunity to come up 

with our own input to the story and we can proudly 

say that we own the story too because she's the 

kind of director that trusts you."  Karoo Moose 

ends with hope but with The Inconvenience of 

Wings, Lara's storytelling reflects a change as the 

play deals with friendship, dysfunction, addiction 

and angels. Set in a landscape of memory and 

dreams. This dynamic new play was inspired by 

author Abraham J Twerski`s book Addictive 

Thinking that examines the notion of compulsion, 

addiction, denial and abuse of self as well as 

conversations on bipolar disorder which she had 

with celebrated psychiatrist Dr Sean Baumann. It 

was further stirred by her father who has suffered 

from dementia for more than a decade.  

Following their seasons at the festival The 

Inconvenience of Wings transfers to the Baxter 

Golden Arrow Studio from 12 July to 13 

August and Karoo Moose from 31 August to 24 

September. Booking for The Inconvenience of 

Wings from 12 July to 13 August, and Karoo 

Moose from 31 August to 24 September, at the 

Baxter’s Golden Arrow Studio, is now open and 

can be done through Computicket on 0861 915 

8000, online at www.computicket.com or at any 

Shoprite Checkers outlet. For corporate, block or 

school bookings, charities and fundraisers, 

contact Sharon Ward on 021 680 3962 or 

sharon.ward@uct.ac.za or Carmen Kearns on 

021 680 3993, or email carmen.kearns@uct.ac.za 

http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.computicket.com%2F&h=vAQEe2Nf1AQGTRVDJPrZ9cGNbYPSRDBemtEXtS7ts5lZcMQ&enc=AZOgUtJrKyLdXUyNCZEMPKiJwWTkgXZozDKRvKrFt8dy-MRx4UR9R9tQIsBdhoH5kB15SQ2NuMqOSjs8ArJpCrt1Qn2jaJO48PXbtuZSjAS9UmtKiRnsoJORyhLSjou2bwtXTjhBBb5SUUjG6HXwcjX2sOFcXutaODzSpvGJ745QGWoMNBfEwdsxA4Cuz4Sr9SQ&s=1
mailto:sharon.ward@uct.ac.za
mailto:carmen.kearns@uct.ac.za


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AFRIKAANS SEASON 
inter’s chill will be kept at bay this year with a packed season of sensational storytelling, singing and 

all-round brilliant Afrikaans theatre at the Pieter Toerien Montecasino Studio Theatre in Fourways, 

Gauteng. 

Inspiring and inimitable producer Kosie Smit, well-known for his contribution to the Afrikaans theatre industry, 

is at the helm of a much anticipated theatre experience that, apart from warming the cockles, will serve as a 

heart-rending and humorous celebration of the 10th anniversary of the Kosie House of Theatre. 

Pieter Toerien’s theatre and Kosie Smit’s “home of theatre” offer a perfect combination of place and 

personality, but it’s the productions and their sheer scale of variety and quality that get the pulses racing. 

Altyd in my Drome (Always in my Dreams), Die Kaap is weer HOLMS (The Cape is HOLMS Again), Oskar en die 

pienk tannie (Oscar and the Pink Auntie), Dop (Drink), and Liewe Heksie en die Sonneblom (Liewe Heksie and the 

Sunflower) will make for a veritable festival fandango if ever there was one. 

This year’s season of awe-inspiring Afrikaans theatre at Montecasino kicks off on 5 July 2016 with Altyd in my 

Drome, a reworked musical of legendary filmmaker Pierre de Wet’s classic from 1952. 

Back then bioscopes were chock-a-block with audiences eager to witness the endearing antics of Al Debbo and 

Frederik Burgers, and Altyd in my Drome will be a nostalgic flashback of sorts for those old enough to 

remember the hilarious duo while also reeling in younger audiences. 

The story, of a struggling composer yearning for inspiration, has universal echoes but wouldn’t be complete 

without a double-dealing friend and a hellfire agent breathing rank sulphur at the composer’s inability to 

deliver a moving musical. 

The composer, Ben, thankfully finds true inspiration in the curvaceous beauty of a dashing inamorata, but his 

conniving friend, Fanie, constantly works his scheming magic as a perfect foil for his rose-tinted desires. 

It’s a great story, filled with musings, mirth and musical flurries that even has 

Cupid, armed with bow and arrow, dancing to the tune of our love-struck Lothario. 
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Starring the exceptionally talented Willem Botha, Grant Towers, Michelle Botha, Tessa Denton, Sanli Jooste and 

Darius Engelbrecht, Altyd in my Drome will remind young and old how important it is to have always have 

someone in your dreams. 

On stage until 21 August 2016, Altyd in my Drome will make way for Die Kaap is weer HOLMS on 23 August 

2016 and on 6 September 2016 the stage will be set for one of South Africa’s most loved and acclaimed 

actresses, Sandra Prinsloo in Oskar en die pienk tannie. Ending on 27 November 2016, the Afrikaans season for 

2016 at the Pieter Toerien Montecasino Theatre is set to be a memorable one. Intrigue, introspection, humour, 

heart-rending stories, as well as colourful and cleaved-to-the-bone characters and classic family entertainment 

will all usher in warmth over the course of almost five months. 

Says Kosie Smit: “Whether it’s through the adaptation of Altyd in my Drome for a contemporary audience, or 

the sheer immersive heartbreak of Oskar en die pienk tannie; we try and bring to life, for the stage, everything 

that makes us human. 

“In the guts-spilling unburdening of Dop’s characters, in the humour of Marion Holm, even in Liewe Heksie, 

people will find something to relate to, to laugh at, and to think about.” 

For sure, celebrating Smit’s decade of producing Afrikaans theatre could scarcely be done in better fashion. 

Says Mark Sage, manager of the Pieter Toerien Montecasino Theatre: “We are thrilled to host this fantastic 

season of Afrikaans productions presented by Kosie and his team. 

“This continues a wonderful collaboration that started a few years ago on our Studio Stage and has built over 

the years. The aim was to target an Afrikaans audience and to give them shows that they would like and 

support. Year upon year the audiences and support for the Afrikaans shows has grown and we are now able to 

stage and entire season of shows for the audiences at Montecasino. 

“Kosie and his team are simply the best at what they do and we have found that their productions are world 

class and always feature the best Afrikaans performers in the business. Looking at the line-up for the 2016 

season, one can’t help but be excited – it is Kosie’s best yet and our audiences are going to love the shows!” 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

      

 

 

The year 2016 has been an incredible year for Abrahamse and Meyer Production Company. As theatre companies around the 

globe have been paying tribute to the remarkable legacy of William Shakespeare 400 years after his death. AMP once again 

delivered with a spectacular rendition of Shakespeare's writing.

he production house kick started the year with a revival of their 

production of Othello at the Maynardville Open-Air Theatre; "We 

were lucky enough to be invited to represent South Africa with 

our production of Hamlet at the 10th International Shakespeare Festival 

in Romania." The production received an incredible response – the 

company took 12 curtain calls during a 15 minute standing ovation. "It 

was a truly humbling and inspiring experience – what live theatre should 

be about – that absolute sense of communion between an audience and 

actors united by the words of a great playwright." shares Marcel Meyer, 

of AMP. 

Abrahamse and Meyer Productions have succeeded in becoming one of 

the only independent classical theatre companies in the country. Their 

main objective is to keep classic texts alive and also to give South 

African theatre goers the chance to see some of the greatest plays 

written by the world’s greatest playwrights. "A major focus of the 

company is to bring these classic plays to young audiences." Most of 

their Shakespeare productions have played to tens of thousands of 

learners across the country: "Over the last decade we have staged 

productions of plays by playwrights as diverse as William Shakespeare, 

Tennessee Williams, Stephen Sondheim, Eugene O’Neill, Sir Noel 

Coward and Yukio Mishima." And their extraordinary creations are 

always a must on everyone's must see shows at festivals! 

At this year's National Arts Festival, festival attendees will receive a 

great treat as they get to experience the world premiere of a South 

African classic with Ruth First: 117 Days, a stage adaptation of anti-

apartheid activist, Ruth First’s memoir of her time in solitary 

confinement when she was detained for a 117 days by the apartheid 

regimes security branch. The production stars Jackie Rens as Ruth First. 

Festival audiences can also expect to experience a rare showcase of 

Tennessee Williams’ most daring and experimental occidental Noh 

play; The Day on Which A Man Dies. This production was created in 

collaboration with the Provincetown Tennessee Williams Theatre 

Festival in the USA.  

The independent production                        company strives to keep on 

producing great plays by                                                      great playwrights 

- building and expanding                                                          the company’s 

international reputation                                                               and to 

continue to collaborate with                                                          other like- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

minded artists from across the globe. And they are actively busy in building 

exactly that as they have just wrapped up rehearsals for a new musical 

version of Robin Hood which opens at Canal Walk for the winter holidays as 

well as prepping the two productions for the National Arts Festival. "When 

we return from the Festival we then present a very exciting and exclusive 

site-specific double bill of Tennessee Williams one-act plays and as soon as 

that closes we head off to the USA for a two city tour of our South African 

adaptation of Eugene O’Neill’s classic Desire Under the Elms." The company 

conveys to SATMag and continues to say that it is a great honour for them; 

"Because we will get to present this production in Provincetown during the 

year when the town celebrates the centennial of O’Neill’s arrival in 

Provincetown and the launch of his career as a playwright and essentially 

the birth of serious modern American Drama."  

Yet there always lies challenging in being an independent production 

company. "We are essentially a two man operation. So, between the two of 

us – we need to do all the jobs that an entire team of people would be doing 

in a larger arts organisation." Then again appears the ever present challenge 

for any arts organization the lack of funding, but rather than looking at it as 

a setback, limited funding has allowed AMP to be more creative and 

inventive. This has now become one of the trademarks of the company – 

inventive, actor and design driven productions of classic plays with small 

ensemble casts. And they've mastered this and the effectiveness thereof is 

evident in the company's plays like; Romeo & Juliet (where only four actors 

were used) and also in Hamlet (with only six actors). Abrahamse and Meyers 

production company have produced some of the most memorable theatre 

creations which aids the ever blossoming theatre landscape of SA 

and advises young up and coming theatre makers that realizing ones vision 

lies within great inventiveness and not with the lack of funding. "Keep 

thinking out of the box. Your own imagination and creativity are worth more 

than a four million Rand grant." A beautiful and honest note which has 

already set the tone of creating theatre in the modern era in which SA 

theatre makers create and excel!  SATMag. 
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Jacobus van Heerden, Actor  
1. ABBA - Waterloo. Having said that I'm admitting it in 

public aren't I?  
2. Wearing tights that were too                              

revealing in the crotch region. I                              
remember seeing two teenagers                                 
in the front row rolling over them-                         
selves laughing when I came on                                 
stage. Later I overheard fellow                                 
cast members talking about how                                   
"graphic" my entrance was. Peter                                       
Court made me a gaffe which                                         
helped. Thanks Pete. 

3.  Harold Pinter's - The Birthday Party. I can relate to 
the absurdity underlying everything in this play. 
   
 
 

Lebogang Mphahlele, Actor / Director  
1.  I am a huge fan of RnB music but sometimes I 
like listening to old Pop songs especially boy bands of 
the 90's. Bands such as Westlife, N Sync and Boyzone. 
2. I once played Davina the Witch                                    

in a children's production of                                     
Beauty and the Beast. Davina                                    
was a female so I had to wear                                      
high heels and she had this                                         
long dress. The dress got                                            
caught on the heels and I                                              
slipped, this was all during a                                          
song but I made it work and                                           
changed the choreography a bit. 

3.  I was introduced to theatre                                    
through plays by Athol Fugard. His body of work is 
really what brought me here to this point. I've always 
wanted to be a part of his work on a professional level. 
Until I do that I guess I would have to find another 
reason to remain an actor. 
 
 

 

Tristan Jacobs, Actor 
1. Ooh. Not even possible... I don't hide my music 

listening. I most often listen to strange Japanese 
music (but I parade that information all over the 
place). I recently discovered Wagakki Band. Very 
cool.  

2.  Hmm. "Most"? I feel like it has                                   
happened so many times I've lost                                  
the memory of such things.                                    
Perhaps it’s a trauma thing? I can't                                    
think of one particular case – my                                
feeling is that feeling embarrassed                     
happens so much in the line of                                  
work of an actor that it somehow                            
BECOMES the work. A dancing                                
with embarrassment. I suppose                              
there was one case where my                                  
character had to get shot in the                                 
foot and the gun didn't go off... but, you know... 
again, that's one of the (regular) things an actor 
deals with. 

3. I think I may be grossly under-read in order to 
answer this question. Erm, in my ignorance... 
maybe... James Thierree's Raoul 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


